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About This Game

One man strandet in space,
Limited air,

His space ship in ruins,
Now this brave adventure must jump to survive,

Now he must become Felix Jumpman.

Felix Jumpman is a action based game, were you play as Felix jumpman,
who has to jump from comet to comet to collect air tanks and reserve part for his space ship,

so how far can you jump ?
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Title: Felix Jumpman
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ThinkOfGames, The Storytelling Studio
Publisher:
ThinkOfGames
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card with 512Mb

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English
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felix jumpman

Interesting idea. Simple controls, just point the reticule at a meteor and jump. Would be cool if there were some actual physics
but hey, for 3 bucks, not too bad.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=68R1nLUpJfs. Very simple, yet very hard and fun platformer jumping game, you'll have
to jump from steriod to steriod and collect spaceship parts before you run out of oxygen.
I had a lot of fun playing it and you just have to get used to the controls :)

I've made a gameplay review of my experince with the game, you can make my day by watching it!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5_Q15ijZqnQ. As i personally know the creator I've have seen the game devolping and
even a single time tried what i would like to refer to as version 1.0 where you had a third person view and the game was fairly
decent and that was the version i got to get a quick try with, now to what i refer as version 2.0 or the first person version, this
really blew my mind, the game seemed to have much more potential and actual meaning of what you've had to do.

I like how the creators wasnt afraid to change their game they have thought of which shows a good sign in game devolping, there
is small bugs here and there but I've seen worse bugs that could ruin games so im going to accept that, it is after all just a "low
tier cost game" that have actully been spend alot of time in devolping as alot of the stages at one point were impossible to
complete, so they retried everything and fixed every single world so the game actully were ready.

For 4 euro this game pays itself you can try speedrunning with or against your'e friends for some really nice and fun moments or
if you are just looking for some casual gaming this game is great.

Please note even tho i know one of the creators, this is my opinion on the game what people think of it so far can be very
diffrent as this game isn't for everyone so make sure you would enjoy this type of game before you just buy it and just gives it a
bad review because you didn't enjoy it, and yes the game do lack a an tutorial and us who know the creators has notified them of
it.
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